Abstract. Entrepreneurship education is one of the “youngest” segments in Russian higher education. A lack of history and established practices in the development of educational programmes for entrepreneurs negatively affects the quality of entrepreneurship education at universities; therefore, the role of internal and external stakeholders in the development and improvement of entrepreneurship curriculum is growing.

This article analyses the practices of Russian universities in the development of educational programmes for entrepreneurs. Key research foci include the structure of competencies specified in those programmes and their alignment with regional entrepreneurship development.

A number of research hypotheses were formulated, including those concerning the transformation of entrepreneurship curriculum under the pressure of stakeholders’ demand for soft skills, heterogeneity of entrepreneurship curriculum as the result of differences between regional entrepreneurial ecosystems, and involvement of internal and external stakeholders in the creation of entrepreneurship curriculum.

The data presented in the article were obtained from open sources, such as the websites of universities implementing courses of entrepreneurship education.

The main results of the study include:
1) An integrated model of soft skills structure as a methodological platform for research in the sphere of entrepreneurship education.
2) Identification of regional differences in entrepreneurship curriculum.
3) Testing the hypothesis concerning the impact of entrepreneurial ecosystem factors on the state of entrepreneurship education.
4) Identify problems for future research with regard to interaction between all the actors and institutions of regional entrepreneurship ecosystems.
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Introduction

Russian entrepreneurship began its development relatively recently, in 1990s. Presently, this social group includes roughly 5.8 million people\(^1\) and accounts for 19.7% of the gross national income\(^2\).

Today, the educational needs of entrepreneurs are satisfied by various sectors of education, including universities. During the shaping of entrepreneurial ecosystems, such training was largely ensured by the system of non-formalized education providing short-term programmes and courses. However, the growth of innovative economy sectors increased the popularity of university entrepreneurship education. This resulted in the generation of new educational programmes, and their number has considerably increased over the past 15 years; however, the development of high-quality programmes in this field is significantly hampered by the following reasons:

– Limited number of university staff having entrepreneurship experience;
– Weak ties between universities and stakeholders from the entrepreneurial community;
– Reluctance of universities to be involved in the development of regional entrepreneurial ecosystems;
– Outdated approaches to the development of entrepreneurship curriculum, which largely ignore the growing role of soft skills in contemporary society [1].

All of the aforementioned reasons led to entrepreneurs’ widespread dissatisfaction with the quality of education, especially with insufficient attention to the development of soft skills [2]. At the same time, universities were reluctant to change their entrepreneurship programs. This discrepancy between entrepreneurs’ requirements and existing university training programmes has stimulated research interest to the problem of bridging a gap.

Therefore, in this research, we aim to study the structure of competencies forming the basis of current entrepreneurship curriculum in Russia.

**Literature Review**

A number of studies conducted during the 2016–2018 period had analysed various programmes realized during entrepreneurship education in Russian universities in terms of a balance between hard skills and soft skills. A particular focus was to elucidate how this balance affects the overall quality of entrepreneurship education. Issues involved with the regional specifics of entrepreneurial programmes were also discussed.

To date, the structure of hard skills has been extensively studied by D. Autor, F. Levy and R. Murnane [1], as well as by one of the leading theoreticians in entrepreneurship education B. Johannisson [2]. However, the role and structure of soft competencies in higher education curricula have not been well defined. A new theoretical approach to the understanding of those competencies is required; that will help develop better curriculum for entrepreneurship training.

According to the work “Skills of an Effective Administrator” published in 1974 by American social and organizational psychologist Robert Katz [3], the three basic types of management skills include technical, conceptual and human or interpersonal skills. Technical skills involve skills that give the managers the ability and the knowledge to use a variety of techniques to achieve their objectives. Conceptual skills involve the skills managers present in terms of the knowledge and ability for abstract thinking and formulating ideas. The manager is able to see an entire concept, analyze and diagnose a problem, and find creative solutions. The human or the interpersonal (soft skills – authors) are the skills that present the managers’ ability to interact, work or relate effectively with people. These skills enable the managers to make use of human potential in the company and motivate the employees for better results.

The very first studies devoted to the balance between hard and soft skills in the field of management and business argued that the latter only complement the former. According to D. Kirby [4], hard skills were supposed to be major abilities that any professional engineer, manager or businessperson should possess. However, an experimental study undertaken in 2008 [5] provided evidence that, although employers primarily appreciated well-developed hard skills, employees mentioned the lack of soft skills as impediment to be effective in their workplace. At the moment, this situation is rapidly changing. It is widely accepted today that soft skills are the key competencies for success in such fields as management and entrepreneurship. Hard skills are believed to complement soft skills in the shaping of an effective manager or entrepreneur.

From the middle of 1950s onwards, the concept of soft skills has been under constant evolution. Present-day discussions are mainly focused on the issue of the versatility of soft skills. Some researches argue that practically any person, irrespective of their psychophysiological or personal qualities, can develop a basic set of soft skills [6]. However, the opposite point of view implies that psychophysiological and personal features play an essential role in the development and application of soft skills [7, 8]. The latter approach is often used to justify entrepreneurial abilities as inborn personal qualities. Some researches, e.g. T. Kantorowitz [9], argued that the degree of soft skills performance can vary significantly throughout a person’s life – either improve or degrade – due to accumulated experience, obtained education, etc. We believe that this is the most suitable approach for addressing challenges faced by universities in the creation and development of entrepreneurship curriculum. Hence, this theoretical prerequisite forms the methodological basis of our study.

There is no agreement among researchers concerning the structure of soft skills that a modern professional should possess. According to the results of a multi-country study, the most significant soft skills sought by European employers [10] include:

1. Capacity to “navigate the world of work”, including such skills as goal-setting, learning ability, adaptability and flexibility, motivation, recognition of corporate values, respect for hierarchal levels, readiness to take responsibility, time management and digital skills.

2. Social skills, which include stress management, team working, leadership, conflict management, cross-cultural awareness and the ability to manage communication.
3. Ability to achieve results, i.e. decision making, problem solving, creativity, focus on innovation, critical thinking.

In their “Recommendations on key competences for lifelong learning” [11], the European Parliament and the Council set forth the following most important soft skills:

1. Communication in the mother tongue.
2. Communication in foreign languages.
3. Mathematical competence and basic competencies in science and technology.
4. Digital competence.
5. Learning to learn.
7. Sense of initiative and entrepreneurship.

It is considered that core competences are those, which all individuals need to master for personal fulfillment and development, active citizenship, social inclusion and employment in a changing knowledge society [11]. It is notable that entrepreneurship is one of such key competences.

Another important research task is to specify which soft skills are particularly important for an entrepreneur. The Partnership for the 21st Century Learning, an organization under the aegis of UNICEF, suggests the following structure of soft skills underpinning successful entrepreneurship [12]:

1. Life and career skills – adaptability and flexibility, initiative, leadership, responsibility, self-direction, interaction, empathy, social skills, team work.
2. Learning and innovation skills – capability to see opportunities, creative and innovative thinking, creative resource using, critical thinking, communication, perspective thinking.

One can see that the categories of soft skills described above largely overlap, which has also been confirmed by numerous research studies [13, 14, 15]. Soft skills play an increasingly important role in entrepreneurship, being the key to creation and development of entrepreneurial networks and entire ecosystems. It should be noted that success in the entrepreneurial sphere is determined by the readiness to act, work in a high-risk environment, make prompt decisions and bear responsibility. M. Frese [15] described entrepreneurship as a conscious process of goal setting, planning to achieve a goal, monitoring and achieving success as a reward for a timely recognized opportunity. Focus on entrepreneurial actions also assumes initiative, self-regulation and self-management, self-efficacy and personal responsibility [15].

Following the assumption that the most important skills for entrepreneurs are those enabling them to act and make decisions under the conditions of high uncertainty and risk, we reviewed the studies considered to be important by most authors in the field of identification, typology and classification of competencies intrinsic to entrepreneurs. Thus, we analyzed both classical works, e.g. by R. L. Katz [3] and contemporary research studies into the structure of entrepreneurial soft skills, e.g. by M. Frese [15], G. D. Markman [16], E. Chell and R. Athayde [17]. Fig. 1 generalizes the obtained data with a particular focus on entrepreneurial action. This structure was subsequently used as a guide for studying entrepreneurial skills included in entrepreneurship curriculum of Russian universities.

The suggested typology does not pretend to be comprehensive in terms of covering all entrepreneurial soft skills; rather, it sets out to outline those competencies that should be focused on by modern entrepreneurship curriculum.

In the following section, we will use the developed conceptual approach for creating a structural model of soft skills, which takes into account skills’ levels of development and allows the balance between them to be estimated in the context of a given entrepreneurial ecosystem.

J. Moore, an American economist, was the first to use the notion of an “ecosystem” in business and management to describe competitive processes. The ecosystem was understood as a complex network of suppliers, sales channels and consumers of goods and services. The distinguishing features of such networks include complexity, dynamic nature, openness, evolution, symbiosis, diversity, cooperation, competition and flexibility [18].

Using the institutional approach, C. Mason and R. Brown significantly expanded the ecosystem framework by proposing to consider not only entrepreneurs and their businesses, but also different institutions, as well as the processes of entrepreneurial activities (e.g., dynamics of appearing and disappearing companies, level of entrepreneurial aspirations) [19]. Actors form an entrepreneurial ecosystem directly or indirectly, thus determining its effectiveness. One of the well-known researchers of
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**Fig. 1. Structure of Entrepreneurial Soft Skills Developed by Entrepreneurship curriculum [3, 15, 16, 17]**

In the following section, we will use the developed conceptual approach for creating a structural model of soft skills, which takes into account skills’ levels of development and allows the balance between them to be estimated in the context of a given entrepreneurial ecosystem.

J. Moore, an American economist, was the first to use the notion of an “ecosystem” in business and management to describe competitive processes. The ecosystem was understood as a complex network of suppliers, sales channels and consumers of goods and services. The distinguishing features of such networks include complexity, dynamic nature, openness, evolution, symbiosis, diversity, cooperation, competition and flexibility [18].

Using the institutional approach, C. Mason and R. Brown significantly expanded the ecosystem framework by proposing to consider not only entrepreneurs and their businesses, but also different institutions, as well as the processes of entrepreneurial activities (e.g., dynamics of appearing and disappearing companies, level of entrepreneurial aspirations) [19]. Actors form an entrepreneurial ecosystem directly or indirectly, thus determining its effectiveness. One of the well-known researchers of
this issue – D. Isenberg – considered entrepreneurial ecosystems as a complex conglomeration of various interconnected institutional elements and links between them determining both the development of entrepreneurial ecosystems and the effectiveness of the entrepreneurship sector in economy [20]. Moreover, D. Isenberg outlined the necessity to use and transfer successful entrepreneurial experience in support of first-time entrepreneurs, along with the essential factors ensuring resilience of entrepreneurial ecosystems. Apart from the above-mentioned researchers, R. Adner, B. Mercan, D. Goktas and S. Durst [21, 22, 23] also studied the issues of shaping and development of entrepreneurial ecosystems. It was established that the components of an ecosystem favourable for entrepreneurs include both statutory regulation of business environment, which promotes equal rights and opportunities for all the entities of an entrepreneurial society; effective systems and technologies at all levels providing equal educational opportunities both for entrepreneurs and their employees; availability of funds and financing; supporting culture ensuring an adequate evaluation of the significance of entrepreneurship [24].

The definition of the entrepreneurial ecosystem proposed by C. Mason and R. Brown [19] has found wide application. The entrepreneurial ecosystem is a set of interconnected entrepreneurial actors (potential and existing), entrepreneurial enterprises (companies, investors, business-angels, banks), institutions (universities, public services, and financial authorities) and entrepreneurial processes (number of forged businesses, number of high growth firms, number of serial entrepreneurs, level of entrepreneurial ambitions), which merge formally or informally, mediate and regulate the performance within the local entrepreneurial environment [19].

Research into entrepreneurial ecosystems in Russia began only about 15 years ago, on the basis of foreign publications in this field. Thus, N. M. Smirnova and E. A. Mironova suggested a classification of institutional factors determining the shaping and development of entrepreneurial ecosystems highly similar to that proposed by C. Mason and R. Brown [25]. The components of the entrepreneurial ecosystem were grouped as follows: favourable culture (acceptance of risk and errors, positive social status of an entrepreneur); social leaders and policy assistance; allocated funding (support of business-angels, venture capital, micro loans); appropriate human capital (qualified and non-qualified workforce, serial entrepreneurs, entrepreneurship training programmes); sales market (early followers, clients) and a wide range of institutional and infrastructure support (legal and accounting consulting, telecommunications and transport infrastructure, entrepreneurship promotion associations) [19].

It should be noted that Russian studies are mainly focused on studying either regional entrepreneurial ecosystems or specific aspects of business activities, such as youth entrepreneurship or innovative ventures.

The ecosystem approach is broadly used by researchers investigating entrepreneurship both in Russia and abroad. The interdisciplinary character of the entrepreneurial ecosystem concept predetermines application of diverse methodological approaches, including evolutionary, institutional, contextual and sociocultural ones. This diversity prevents from having a single view on the essence and structure of an “entrepreneurial ecosystem” [25].

In our research, we used the institutional approach to the analysis of entrepreneurial ecosystems. This approach allows an entrepreneurial ecosystem to be treated as a dynamic process of interaction between the actors, which affects the shaping and development of the ecosystem institutions, including entrepreneurship education.

The review of international and Russian research has shown that entrepreneurship education is a key factor in the successful development of entrepreneurial ecosystems. Subsequently, entrepreneurial ecosystems should also influence the state of entrepreneurship education through the following factors:

– The entrepreneurial ecosystem’s degree of development. A highly-developed entrepreneurial sector in a region, which accounts for a considerable share of the gross regional product, will form a strong demand for a high-quality education system.

– Complexity of an entrepreneurial ecosystem. The complex entrepreneurial ecosystems are characterized by the vast variety of businesses from different sectors of economy; thus demanding much more variety of majors from its universities.

Entrepreneurial systems characterized by a high level of diversity, i.e. consisting of numerous enterprises working in various economic directions, will require a wide spectrum of unique specialists. Alternatively, entrepreneurial mono-systems (e.g. when the majority of companies are engaged in trade and service or in just one type of manufacturing) will require specialists with standard (routine) qualifications.

– Specificity of an entrepreneurial ecosystem. The level of production diversification in a region determines the specificity of its entrepreneurial ecosystem. The predominance of innovative trade and service companies or social entrepreneurship will create a demand for specialists with highly specific skills.
For example, the development of innovative entrepreneurial projects in a region will require entrepreneurs to have knowledge in venture capital management and, therefore, specific cognitive skills.

- A degree of integration with the education system in a region. A high level of integration between the entrepreneurial ecosystem and the education system indicates that universities maintain a permanent contact with the entrepreneurial environment, monitoring its demand for specialists. On the other hand, the entrepreneurial ecosystem sets its own demands for specialists to the educational system. Ideally, entrepreneurship educational programmes are the result of collective actions of all stakeholders. In this process, three main groups of stakeholders can be defined: the university implementing entrepreneurship curriculum represented both the developers of such programmes and the academic staff; the regional entrepreneurial ecosystem (entrepreneurial community); and the consumers of educational services, i.e., students.

Each of the abovementioned stakeholder groups has an effect on the quality of entrepreneurship curriculum, thus determining the ultimate result, i.e., the shaping of an entrepreneur with the required set of skills. The developers and the academic staff are responsible for the structure and content of educational programmes. In this respect, two important aspects should be mentioned. First, university programmes in Russia are developed based on the requirements of the RF State Educational Standards determining the set of developed competencies; however, there is no RF State Educational Standard regarding entrepreneurship education. Entrepreneurship programmes are typically developed on the basis of other training programmes (e.g., “Economics” or “Management”), which in most cases are missing competencies required by entrepreneurs. Second, entrepreneurship programmes are developed as a rule by academic staff lacking either practical experience or academic training in the field of entrepreneurship. As a result, the patterns traditional for such subjects as economics, management or business are automatically transferred to entrepreneurial programmes. These reasons explain why there are very few high-quality programmes in the field of entrepreneurship at Russian universities and why the majority of Russian entrepreneurship curricula are imitative by nature.

The task of entrepreneurial communities consists of forming and voicing a demand for particular entrepreneurial skills (both hard and soft). The system of higher education should take into account the requirements of the entrepreneurial ecosystem and strive to meet them by developing appropriate entrepreneurship curriculum.

According to the data by the “Global University Entrepreneurial Spirit Students’ Survey” [26], 74% of Russian students expect to be employed after graduation, compared to only 9% who plan to start their own business. On the one hand, this numbers are consistent with the international ones. On the other hand, it can be assumed that no more than 10% of students are capable of clearly formulating the requirements concerning specific entrepreneurial skills they would need in the future.

Hence, out of the three main stakeholder groups contributing to entrepreneurship education, one is external to the university (entrepreneurial ecosystems) and two (academic staff and students) are internal. It can also be assumed that, in reality, universities implementing educational programmes in the field of entrepreneurship should respond to the needs of all three main stakeholder groups. Therefore, the structure, content and quality of entrepreneurship programmes in every particular case should depend on the balance of such requirements.

As a rule, stakeholders’ requirements are fully taken into account in universities preparing to get (or having already received) international accreditation. Essential criteria for international accreditation in the field of higher education is to demonstrate that a university addresses successfully the needs of labour market and students, and that the academic staff is actively engaged in modernization of educational environment and curricula.

Universities in different countries have accumulated a lot of experience in engaging stakeholders in designing entrepreneurial programmes. However, as it was mentioned above, Russian universities predominantly demonstrate weak dynamics in the development of this type of programmes. This, in our opinion, creates a gap between the demand for contemporary entrepreneurship curriculum, in which the soft and hard skills are well balanced, and the supply coming from regional universities. In order to address this issue, we set the following objectives:

1. Identify a structure of soft skills that should be developed in entrepreneurship education.
2. Identify regional differences in entrepreneurial programmes regarding soft skills.
3. Identify the influence of entrepreneurial ecosystem factors on the balance of soft skills in entrepreneurial programmes.
4. Define measures of bridging the gap between demand and supply in entrepreneurship education.

The following research hypotheses were formulated:

1. The structure of soft skills in entrepreneurship education should have a dynamic pattern and undergo
transformation in the context of stakeholders’ changing demand. The structure of soft skills is assumed to be heterogeneous. The proposed distinction between cognitive skills, social skills and action-oriented skills has a dynamic character and reflects transformations in the field of entrepreneurial activities. Since the problem of soft skills in entrepreneurial programmes was not discussed earlier, an analysis should be carried out to investigate the current status and to identify factors of external environment affecting the existing structure of soft skills.

2. Regional ecosystems form a demand for skills in the context of their regional development specifics. It is hypothesized that regions differ in terms of demand for soft skills as a result of historical division of labour, specialization, the structure of economy, existing norms, customs and traditions. In this work, we aim to identify regional differences in the structure of entrepreneurial skills and to provide assumptions regarding their origin.

3. Regional entrepreneurial ecosystems affect the structure and content of entrepreneurship education. It is assumed that some factors of ecosystems can be treated as more important or neutral in term of shaping a demand for soft skills. In this work, we set out to identify the most essential elements of entrepreneurial ecosystems having an effect on the structure of competencies by analysing their connection with the key indicators specific to these ecosystems.

**Data and Methods**

The methodological framework for our study was the theory of action as the key concept in the understanding of entrepreneurship and entrepreneurs as active actors of the market environment. A review of research linked to this concept allowed us to identify 3 groups of soft competencies, i.e. cognitive skills, social skills and action-oriented skills. The subject matter of our study was the development of these skills during the implementation of the entrepreneurship curriculum. The development of soft skills was considered to be the result of cooperation between universities and regional entrepreneurial ecosystems. From the standpoint of institutional theory, the entrepreneurial ecosystem is a space for interaction between various actors and the links between them.

Empirical data were extracted from open sources, such as the websites of Russian universities implementing entrepreneurship curriculum. According to the disclosure policy, the website of any higher education institution in Russia must present exhaustive information about educational programmes it implements, including their detailed curriculum and syllabi for all subjects, as well as a detailed description of developed competencies. The total amount of analysed data included:

- 44 curricula of entrepreneurial programmes implemented by universities in various regions (6 Federal districts);
- 2,359 syllabi of disciplines and the same number of the sets of competencies.

Table 1 shows the distribution of the analysed programmes across RF Federal districts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Total number of programmes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Central Federal District</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volga Federal District</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Federal District</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ural Federal District</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siberian Federal District</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Far Eastern Federal District</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>44</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We analysed the sets of competencies (skills) included in all the researched programmes. Every competency was referred to one of the following groups: cognitive, social and action-oriented ones.

Along with the analysis of the ratio between various competencies in the programmes, we also studied their regional differences. The next step was a correlation analysis between the entrepreneurial soft skills declared in the programmes and the specifics of entrepreneurial ecosystems in the regions.

An analysis of regional entrepreneurial ecosystems was carried out using the official statistics of the Federal State Statistic Service describing the innovation sector in Russian regions. Although the indicators of the innovation sector characterize only one aspect of regional entrepreneurial ecosystem development, they have the advantage of reliability and availability. Indeed, these data are collected based on the annual Federal statistical monitoring procedure No.4-Innovation “Data about innovative activities of organizations”.

For our analysis, we used the following indicators of the innovation sector in RF Federal Districts:

1. Volume of innovative products and services (1 indicator);
2. Share of innovative products and services in the overall volume of goods, works and services (2 indicators);
3. Expenditures on technological innovations: the total amount and per every innovation (11 indicators);
4. Use of intellectual property objects per their types (6 indicators).
Overall, 20 statistical indicators were used to assess the state of regional ecosystems.
The collected data were analysed using the following statistical methods:
1) Methods of descriptive statistics (calculation of the averages, median values, shares, minimum and maximum values) for the analysis of entrepreneurship curriculum;
2) Kendall’s and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients for the analysis of correlations between the indicators of entrepreneurship educational programmes and the state of regional innovation sectors. The choice of non-parametric instruments was determined by a small size of the statistical population and the absence of normalization in the distribution of initial data.
The main focus on the indicators of innovation is explained by the self-imposed limitation: to assess the performance of Russian universities based on innovative entrepreneurship as the most significant segment of the economy.

Results and Discussion

The obtained data allowed to evaluate the above-formulated hypotheses.
The hypothesis about the complex and dynamic structure of soft skills developed by entrepreneurship education was generally confirmed. The structure of the researched curricula is the following: the majority of the curricula feature the disciplines which are developing cognitive skills (50%–96.8% of the total number of disciplines). Disciplines developing social skills are included in the curriculum less frequently (20%–60% of the total number of disciplines). The least common are the disciplines focused on the development of action-oriented skills; only 7%–20% of the total number of disciplines. Since our analysis is the first of its kind, we can only make preliminary conclusions on the variability of soft competencies in the entrepreneurial programmes of Russian regional universities. Future research should identify factors of internal and external environment determining the balance of soft skills. At the moment, the identified orientation towards the development of cognitive skills cannot be considered problematic; however, the questions of how this balance is formed, due to which factors, how it correlates with the demand for competencies from the business community—all these issues require a detailed analysis. Therefore, it can be said that our first hypothesis, rather than providing exhaustive answers has formed a basis for further investigation. The proposed methodological approach to the analysis of soft skills has shown its research potential for the future studies.
The second hypothesis claimed that regional entrepreneurial ecosystems form their own specific demand for competencies, which is underscored by the region’s specialization and institutions. Our regions’ analysis showed that there are certain quantitative differences in shares of disciplines with a particular type of skills, in spite of the fact that the structure of soft competencies in educational programmes is sufficiently similar among the analysed regions. Since the number of groups of programmes in the context of regions is rather small, we used the median value of these shares. Table 2 presents minimum and maximum shares of disciplines with different types of skills in Russian regions.
One can see that the share of social skills and action-oriented skills in the researched programmes differs significantly. With respect to the social skills share, universities in the Ural Federal District stand out. Fig. 1 shows a diagram with the median share of these disciplines in curricula.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Skill Group</th>
<th>Median Share of Disciplines in Curricula with a Group of Skills for a Region,%</th>
<th>Maximum to Minimum Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive Skills</td>
<td>Minimum: 78.7 (Ural Federal District) Maximum: 86.3 (Volga Federal District)</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Skills</td>
<td>Minimum: 26.8 (The Southern Federal District) Maximum: 56.9 (Ural Federal District)</td>
<td>2.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Action-Oriented Skills</td>
<td>Minimum: 11.0 (The Southern Federal District) Maximum: 26.3 (The Central Federal District)</td>
<td>2.39</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Regarding the disciplines developing action-oriented skills, two groups of regions were distinguished, i.e. those with the highest and the lowest share of such disciplines in entrepreneurship curriculum.

The analysis found statistically significant differences between the regions in their approaches to the shaping of soft competencies during implementation of entrepreneurship curriculum. In general, this confirms our hypothesis about regional specificity. The collected data show that these differences are not accidental and can hardly be explained by the subjectivity of programme developers. The discovered differences are most likely to reflect the regions’ socio-cultural specifics. The results have raised the following questions:

– How does the regional specifics of human capital in a particular region impact the demand for training entrepreneurs?
– What mechanisms and interactions between the entrepreneurial ecosystem actors ensure the identification of the demand for entrepreneurship education and its transfer to universities?
– How will be the soft skills in entrepreneurial programmes transformed in the process of the entrepreneurial ecosystem development?
– What factors and specific features of a region’s entrepreneurial environment and culture have major influence on the demand for soft competencies?

All these questions will be explored in our future research. Such work requires significant efforts involving searching, processing and analysing information about the patterns of the development of entrepreneurial ecosystems; factors and specific features of entrepreneurial ecosystems, and particular aspects of the development of human capital in Russian regions. In addition, the interaction between the entrepreneurial environment and universities during the formation and transfer of demand for effective entrepreneurship curriculum remains to be further researched.

Our analysis showed almost no correlation (in 95% of cases) between the set of skills in the entrepreneurship curriculum and innovation sector status in Russian regions. However, a number of statistically significant correlations were identified. Thus, the share of disciplines featuring Cognitive Skills in the regions has a positive correlation with the expenditures on technological innovations related to design ($r = 0.867$), meaning that the Federal districts, which offer more cognitive skills’ disciplines, spend more resources on design technological innovations. However, no significant correlation was revealed concerning expenditures on other types of technological innovations.

Table 3

| Groups of regions with different shares of disciplines developing action-oriented skills in curricula |
|---|---|---|---|
| Group 1 | Range of the median share of disciplines focused on the development of action-oriented skills | Group 2 | Range of the median share of disciplines focused on the development of action-oriented skills |
| Central Federal District | Volga Federal District |
| Ural Federal District | 25.0–26.3 | Southern Federal District |
| Far Eastern Federal District | Siberian Federal District | 11.0–17.9 |
Interestingly, a negative correlation was observed between the share of action-oriented skills in a discipline and a relative share of innovative products and services in the total volume of products shipped and services performed \( (r = -0.943) \), as well as with a relative share of innovative products and services in the total volume of industrial production \( (r = -0.886) \). The more action-oriented skills are taught in university curricula, the lower the innovative component share is in the total volume of products and services. However, no such correlations were observed concerning other types of skills. Another negative correlation was found between the share of only social skills’ disciplines within entrepreneurship curriculum and the expenditures on technological innovations \( (r = -0.812) \) in a region. The share of disciplines with action-oriented skills demonstrates a positive correlation with the use of intellectual property objects (intellectual micro-scheme topologies) in regions \( (r = 0.941) \).

It can be concluded that our hypothesis about the correlation between the development of soft skills during entrepreneurship education and the characteristic features of the entrepreneurial ecosystem in a region has been partially confirmed. More reliable results can be obtained by analysing correlations between the soft skills developed during entrepreneurship training and the level of development of key institutions and actors in an entrepreneurial ecosystem, rather than by analysing statistical indicators reflecting their activity. Therefore, improved research instruments are needed to establish the relationship between the elements and factors of entrepreneurial ecosystems and the structure of required entrepreneurial skills.

In addition, the syllabi of entrepreneurship curriculum were analysed based on the set of competencies specified by RF State Educational Standards and each skill was referred to cognitive, social or action-oriented. However, quite frequently, one discipline can address a number of skills belonging to different groups.

Another important fact is that practically all the studied entrepreneurship curricula, regardless of the training field for which they were created, comprise a very similar set of subjects aimed at developing professional competencies. These are mainly subjects related to either economics (“Fundamentals of Economics”, “Economics of Organization”, “Economic Theory”, etc.) or management (“Strategic Management”, “Project Management”, “Corporate Management”, etc.). Interestingly, the lists of competencies specified by RF Federal State Educational Standards does not include competencies directly related to the development of entrepreneurial skills and expertise. It can, therefore, be concluded that the entrepreneurship curricula replicate the curricula of other fields without focusing on the development of entrepreneurial competencies.

A significant feature of all higher education programmes in Russia, including those for entrepreneurs, is their strict compliance with RF Federal State Educational Standards. These Standards regulate both the structure of educational programmes and the list of competencies that students should develop. Although a university is free to complement the basic programmes with subjects aimed at forming some specific competencies, the list of competencies and the content of competencies cannot be changed.

However, in order to develop a well-balanced and effective model of soft skills formed during entrepreneurship education, universities should continue seeking new forms of interaction between all the involved stakeholders and investigate the sociocultural features of entrepreneurial ecosystems.

**Conclusion**

The analysis of practices aimed at developing entrepreneurship curriculum at Russian regional universities allowed us to identify a number of issues, which should be addressed in order to improve the current state of entrepreneurial ecosystems in Russia.

First, the development of entrepreneurship curriculum in Russian higher education institution is characterized by a very slow dynamics, which does not correspond to either the global trends in the field or the growing share of the entrepreneurial sector in economy.

Second, the transition of Russian universities to the competency-based model of training, which began about a decade ago, is not supported by comprehensive studies of the structure of competencies and their transformation mechanisms. In addition, there is a lack of approaches to designing such competency-based models that would take into account stakeholders’ interests, particular aspects of the entrepreneurial environment and regional sociocultural factors. Third, the analysis of the structure of soft competencies, which are being developed by the current entrepreneurship curriculum, has shown its dynamic structure subjected to the influence of a region’s entrepreneurial ecosystem. Since no similar studies have been conducted before, we aimed to verify the most general hypotheses concerning the internal links in the structure of soft skills and the as effects of the regional context and the entrepreneurial ecosystem. The obtained results allowed us to formulate a number of research questions for future analysis.
Fourth, the revealed correlations between the content of entrepreneurship curriculum, regional factors and entrepreneurial ecosystem indicators raise the question of managerial decisions that could ensure the adequacy of university educational programmes to the requirements of entrepreneurial communities.
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